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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.0-rev7
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.0-rev7
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Release 7.8.0.
41440 Wrong abbreviation / naming on timezone favorites
Short names for better readability were used, usually just unique city names are displayed.
This was adjusted for regions like North, East, South, West, and Central.
41441 Empty window when (not) downloading connector
Missing download property caused displaying a new open window and a download menu. After
clicking Cancel an empty screen remains.
This has been ﬁxed and no additional popup is displayed.
41486 Unclear folder properties details
The term ”item” might suggest that it also counts folders.
This has been ﬁxed by using ”Number of messages” for mail folders.
41510 Drive: comment of a new version is not displayed
If ﬁlestore does not support versioning, a version comment was never displayed.
This has been ﬁxed by introducing a new property: disable dropdown action. With this option the
Sidepanel action does not show dialogue after ﬁle selection.
41560 Sending mails from external IDN-mail account not possible
After adding an external mail account with IDN-domain it was not possible to send mails from this
external mail account.
Solution: Prefer to resolve the IDN-representation for an E-Mail address to an associated mail account, fall-back to ACE representation if none found. This solve the problem and emails from IDNdomain can be send.
41583 Appointment series cannot be moved( user is (the only) attendee)
Moving appointment series to an other calendar failed if the appointment conﬂict with an other
one.
This was ﬁxed by executing the move request after conﬂicts dialog was closed with ’ignore conﬂicts’.
41600 Can’t add subscriptions anymore
Subscriptions were disabled with the new sharing concept.
Now indicate ”subscription” and ”publication” capabilities dynamically to allow 3rd party services
like Yahoo or LinkedIn for subscription.
41612 Sharing mail folders is enabled without ACL-capability on IMAP-server
It was possible to add users to share IMAP-folders even if the IMAP-server does not provide ACLcapabilities.¡para¡This has been ﬁxed by adding ACL check for mail folders. Now sharing mail folders
is not possible if it is not supported.
41617 The drive folder ”Online Speicher” shows an icon ”Dieser Ordner enthlt Abonnements”
A common parsing routine of the App Auite client was adjusted to include an additional array element for the ”list” request in the folder module. This same parsing routine is also used for parts
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of the initial ”rampup” response, which did not yet provide this additional array element. Due to
missing type checks, the value of the next array element was interpreted to ”true”.
This has been ﬁxed by including column 318 in app suite rampup for folder list.
41632 Email and number of unread mails are not in one line
App name and counter were not properly aligned.
This has been ﬁxed with a vertical-align baseline.
41636 Very high DB Load
This bugﬁx introduces a new update task that re-performs the schema modiﬁcation and changes
the CREATE TABLE statements accordingly: Slow logs reveal"SELECT COUNT(*) FROM prg dates members
WHERE (cid = ? AND pfid = ?);"as a prominent candidate.
Further investigations revealed that an index was missing in the CREATE TABLE statement for the
”prg dates members” table.
Therefore: Ensure (cid, pﬁd) exists on tables ”prg dates members” and ”del dates members”.
41638 Special-Use Folders from external IMAP accounts can be deleted/moved
Defaultfolders from external IMAP accounts were not recognized correctly.
This has been ﬁxed by checking defaultfolders with account api.
41681 Error OX-9999 in ox6 ui after updating to 7.8.0
Cache class does not offer a reliable put-if-absent methods leading to race conditions.
Solution: Refactored LockServiceImpl to use ”com.openexchange.concurrent.TimeoutConcurrentMap”,
which provides proper put-if-absent methods.
41707 Model id used on reply
If the display name was not available the model id was used instead and is displayed on mail reply.
In case of a missing display name now the mail address is displayed.
41712 Unnecessary calls made by drive access causing high load since 7.8
Unnecessary loading of ﬁle meta-data as well as unnecessary pre-conversion trigger.
This has been ﬁxed by only reloading ﬁle meta-data if necessary and only trigger pre-conversion
for valid and supported ﬁles.
41755 No ﬁlename for vcard in composer
In the compose window you don’t see a ﬁlename for added vcard from address book.
Now the ﬁlename is visible in preview mode.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we advise
guided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production
environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

41440, 41441, 41486, 41510, 41560, 41583, 41600, 41612, 41617, 41632, 41636, 41638, 41681,
41707, 41712, 41755,
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